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The 6th Edition - An
Introduction:

Wow, it's been 6 editions of the Speedy Content book until now. 

 

The first one delighted and enlightened its readers way back in

2014. The face of the Internet has changed a lot since then.

Especially since 2010, when "The first 5,000 new users in 4

months strategy" was first planned and then executed (super

successfully, I might add) in 2011.

 

You are now gazing upon something that's proven and which has

withstood the test of time. So much time.

 

Each new year brought iterations and made this book better. The

version you are reading right now is better than all the rest.

 

It includes ALL of our best practices for creating content and for

engaging in content marketing.



Blogging itself has changed a lot, but the actionable resources

we've created for you will help you conquer all the new

challenges.

 

Therefore, dear reader, all that's left for you to do is to prepare a

cup of white tea and get ready for a read that will prove to be an

adventure.

 

If you're already familiar with the Squirrly Company and what we

do, you can start from Chapter 2.



Get to know us better in the following lines.

 

Hi! We are Squirrly, a team of insightful and dedicated people,

ready to put our minds and skills to help your business grow. I

know! It sounds presumptuous! Especially when there are so

many “specialists” out there promising the same thing, with

questionable results.

 

Hopefully, by getting to know us better,  you'll see that we are

different.

Chapter 1: About Us



That means we don’t just handle content marketing, but also

create tools to make it effective and relevant for your business.

 

Combining human creativity with powerful, practical, easy-to-use

instruments has the highest potential for success, don’t you think?

 

And, by the way, this is part of our vision: Empowering clients

and partners.

 

So, by creating user-friendly content marketing tools, we help our

clients achieve their goals with minimum effort (if any at all).

We Are Content Marketing
Software Developers

We deliver insanely great
marketing software to
6,455 B2B customers in
over 90 countries.



Speaking of our tools, we believe that the content marketing tools

released by Squirrly are pretty awesome!

Our Content Marketing Tools
Are Amazing!

For instance, the Squirrly SEO plugin is the only plugin that helps

you optimize content AND measure its success. With our latest

release, we're introducing something that has never been done

before, providing you with a NON-human SEO consultant. In a

plugin.

 

We're always coming up with new experiences inside the plugin

to help our users be insanely successful with SEO.

 

So, it's no surprise that our SEO software for WordPress also has

over 3M downloads (and counting).

https://plugin.squirrly.co/


ContentLook is another tool that we

developed. ContentLook helps you

analyze your entire Content Marketing

Strategy and locate its blind spots. Plus,

it offers you hints about how to improve

it.

 

Isn’t that awesome? No more groping in

the dark!

StarBox is currently one of the most

popular Author Box plugins on the

WordPress directory, having over 300K

downloads! It also features the most

reviews written about it.

Squirrly SPY is another amazing tool

that we’ve created to help you spy on

your competition and uncover their

greatest content marketing secrets.

You'll get to learn more about it and

how you can use it to find better

keywords later on in this book.

https://contentlook.co/
https://starbox.squirrly.co/product/starbox-the-author-box-for-humans/
https://www.squirrly.co/seo/spy/


Companies like BBC, Microsoft, SeedCamp and Top Gear use

software from Squirrly.

Squirrly Is Trusted by Renowned
Companies and Top Web Influencers

Search Engine Journal and Elegantthemes, along with some top

Web Influencers like Brian Dean and Neil Patel are

recommending our tools.

I use Squirrly every time I create
a new article.
"

"
– Neil Patel, Top Web Influencer. Co-Founder of KissMetrics.

https://www.bbc.com/
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/
http://seedcamp.com/
https://www.topgear.com/
https://www.searchenginejournal.com/
https://www.elegantthemes.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/brianedean/
https://neilpatel.com/
https://www.searchenginejournal.com/


Our Company Empowers
Customers To Grow

Now, you don’t have to trust us on what I said above. Our

Content Marketing clients and software users are quite amazed by

what we provide.

Squirrly SEO has saved me
money, has improved my
business, making it grow on a
very low budget while giving
me amazing results.

Drew Spangler, small business owner

Here's what they have to say:

I really appreciate your
service and your plugin so
much and I recommend it to
my friends looking to build
websites and get their
business out there.

Another:

Nicole Strong (www.wildeyedeagle.com)



I can keep going...

My travel search site SEO has
tremendously improved
since I started using Squirrly.
As one reviewer wrote, it is
like having a SEO expert
behind your back.

Yoseph (www.menaratravel.com)

Rob, from RenegadeCitizen.com, trusted us enough to let us help,

even though he was doing a great job himself!

 

He increased his number of followers by 1.540% in less than a

year!!!

https://renegadecitizen.com/


People Trust Our Expertise

Last, but certainly not least, people trust what we do as they keep

signing up for our training sessions. We have over 2,500 students

taking our Content Marketing Udemy classes and over 50,000

subscriptions for our email classes.

 

Bottom line?

 

We can definitely help you grow your business!

“I was recently contacted by
IBM for a partnership. I asked
them HOW they found out
about us. The answer was
simple: Through the article
posted on our blog which were
written by Squirrly’s team.”

Bogdan O. (CEO of Onyx Beacon)

And here's what other clients have declared about our content

marketing services:



Check out our content marketing software and see how they can

help you get more customers for your business.

 

Next up, we'll show you why our clients feel safe placing their

trust in our content marketing services. We're going to do that by

giving you the model of our content creation process.

https://www.squirrly.co/


Before we started the Squirrly Company, back in 2012, we had

another tech startup.

 

It was Cif2.net and back then it was one of the popular website

builders. In different countries, it became even more popular than

Tumblr and Wix.

 

We had many people switching over from WordPress.com (not

the one you put on your server, but the one that Automattic hosts

themselves), BlogSpot (owned by Google), Tumblr (now owned

by Automattic as well) and Wix.

 

All these people were switching over because our website

builder was far superior.

Chapter 2: So it begins



These days, you might be using a WYSIWYG website editor

yourself.

 

What You See Is What You Get.

 

You know... like Elementor, Divi, and LiveComposer (WP

Bakery) that you can use on a WordPress instance.

 

It took us 18 months, after initial release, to get 5,000 users.

 

Yup, our very first 5,000 users took us 18 months to get.

 

After this, something happened. Something that will feel like

magic when you read it for the first time.

 

We got the next 5,000 users (reaching a total of 10,000 users)

in just 4 months.

4.5 x Faster acquisition
speed for new accounts.

How? Why? What's the magic? Was it viral stuff? Word of

Mouth? Did we land a deal with some huge brand name

influencer?

 

No. None of those. The answer is:



Content. Marketing.

 

First, we created Speedy Content. Then we marketed that content

(we promoted it, made it popular, and a bunch of other stuff).

 

Now why Speedy Content, and not just Content? Because you

can spend countless hours trying to create perfect content all on

your own or with the help of a team... but if your process is

amazing you will get a lot more content created faster. And

better!

 

And better! - that's key here. You can actually create more written

content (pages, landing pages, category pages (in e-commerce),

blog posts) faster and better IF you have a clear roadmap.

 

I sure had one. I created it myself after spending month after

month learning and tweaking my strategy. I had consultation calls

with some of the brightest minds back then, including Dan

Martell.



You're still reading. That's great! I find it amazing that you're

actually investing in yourself and in making yourself a better

marketer.

Chapter 3: The Reason for
Success - Decoded for You

Part 1: The Content Creation Process -
How You'll Achieve Your Marketing

Goals

Let’s assume you have already set up your company’s goals and

also have a list of goals you want to achieve with your marketing

plan.

 

You are now ready to start writing your content to reach your

marketing goals. Easier said than done, though.

 

How do you make sure you produce high-quality content?



Content that will catch your audience's eye and interest and

produce real engagement for your business?

 

We will share with you our own framework for success.

 

Ready?

 

Come, follow our steps!

First Comes the In-Depth Research

We were considering “painstaking” for this stage but we would

want you to run away from the first step. But the truth is, it really

takes a lot of thorough effort to do excellent, relevant, and

effective research.

 

Assuming you’re not an expert in content marketing, you will

probably have to start your research from here:

Understanding what makes "great marketing content"

great.

What keywords to use;

How to make it fully SEO optimized so that it

actually reaches your audience.



It is hard work! But it is essential to the process.

 

What Makes Content Great?

 

First of all, you need to understand that you always need to

evaluate content from the perspective of your future client.

 

Don’t just focus on making sure that your content puts your

business in a favorable light. Your priority should be to ensure

that your audience will have something to gain from reading the

content. 
 

In short, the answer is value. Valuable content is great content.

 

If you want to find out the long story, you can stay tuned to the

Squirrly Blog. You'll find out more about tone, voice, and

storytelling that will help you write the best piece of content.

Power Tip:
Make the reader part of the story you present. You'll

need to understand his needs very well and address

them in a personal manner in your piece of content.

What Keywords to use?

 

Content marketing is a great way to get some really good

amounts of targeted traffic to your website, especially if you

https://www.squirrly.co/blog


perform keyword research before writing the article.

 

Keywords will help you rank better on Google and all other

search engines. But they will also help your audience have a clear

idea of the topic you're writing about.

 

Most marketers, however, have a hard time getting this traffic

organically from search engines. This happens because they

target the wrong keywords.

 

Finding the RIGHT keywords used to be a hassle, but nowadays

plugins will do the research for you.

 

In this part of your training, I want to show you how to research

your keywords like a Pro and get maximum results from your

content marketing campaigns.

https://plugin.squirrly.co/best-keyword-research-tool-for-seo/


Keyword research is really at the core of all the content

marketing that you will be doing. It’s essential that you do it the

right way. Don’t worry, even big names in the industry have

often failed at getting this right.

The most important lesson to learn is
that keyword research for SEO is totally

different from keyword research for
ads.

There is a keyword research method that I find in most content

marketing courses: go to Google Ads Keyword Planner. Input

some keywords that you may think about. The Google keyword

tool returns a list of suggestions.

 

Then you try to get the keywords with the highest number of

monthly searches. And the lowest competition.

 

This is what we base our core SEO elements (the keywords) on.

And it is wrong.

 

Here are 3 tips that will help you succeed in finding the optimum

keywords and help bring free traffic to your blog:



At all. Some experts will tell you that a keyword you plan to use

should have 10,000 searches.

 

But this won’t help you rank on search engines. This may help

you get a good AdWords ad that has some nice potential. But

that’s it, it’s for advertising. So, totally not useful for you.

 

Plus, Google’s reluctance to show exact search volumes is one of

the most annoying things about Keyword Planner.

 

It’s why many SEOs no longer use this tool at all. Seeing how

many exact searches there are for any given keyword is what will

actually provide you value.

1) Know that the volume of searches that the Google Ads

Keyword Planner shows you is not going to be useful for you.

2) Checking the competition for keywords from an SEO point

of view is completely different from checking the competition

for Google Ads.

Competition for Google ads is what the Google keyword tool

shows you. Here’s how you do it the SEO way:

 

You don't need to use the Google keyword tool for this one.

 

Just simply go to google.com and type in your keyword, as a

phrase. E.g. “Keyword”, instead of just searching for: keyword.



Making the google search for your keyword in brackets will

reveal how many other pages could possibly get indexed and

ranked for the very same keyword that you plan to use. This is

useful for thinking about competition from an SEO point of view.

 

Here you can make the following considerations:

Very low competition: under 100,000 search results.

Low competition: 100,000 to 2,000,000

Medium competition: 2,000,000 to 10,000,000

High competition: over 10,000,000

Very high competition: over 100,000,000 (this should NOT

be pursued if your site isn’t big)



Tools make impossible tasks possible (like processing insanely

large volumes of data in a short period of time, for example).

 

Professionals use tools because they help analyze keywords faster

and also help them make sure that their estimations were correct.

 

The best tool that you can use to do both research and analysis is

the keyword research tool from Squirrly.

 

Squirrly will help you establish which are the best keywords that

you should use when writing your articles.

3) Use tools to help you get better results, faster, or to help

you check that you’ve done a good job on your own.

https://plugin.squirrly.co/best-keyword-research-tool-for-seo/


You can find out how to do keyword research using Squirrly in

more detail if you follow this link.

 

The tool is integrated into the WordPress dashboard and shows

the same data as SEMRush -  at a fraction of the cost.

 

Plus, it shows how discussed the keywords are on Twitter and

forums and displays a Top of keywords for you. The Top also

takes into account the possibility of ranking for each keyword,

compared to your top 10 competitors.

 

These are very useful, because other than exact searches and

correct analysis of competition, they offer information on other

aspects that heavily influence the success of your content

marketing efforts.

Start being a PRO.

Now that you know these pro tips, start searching for some great

keywords to cover with your content marketing. You’ll be able to

do it like a PRO now. 
 

To help you get started, I've put together 16 proven formulas -

so that you have a great starting point.

https://howto.squirrly.co/kb/keyword-research-and-seo-strategy/


You can use these formulas as part of a brainstorming session to

find new keyword ideas that are relevant to your topic and your

audience.

 

Where it says your keyword in the formula, insert a word you

find is most relevant for your website.

 

Start with a keyword you find relevant and which you want

to rank for and try these formulas to generate new keyword

ideas.











Power Tip:
Establish two lists of keywords. The first should be

a core list that presents all the main keywords you'd

wish to be on the first page of Google for.

 

In the second, include secondary keywords like

long-tail keywords, synonyms, and semantic

keywords. Make sure that you have pieces of content

optimized for both.



How to Optimize Your Content?

 

We're going to discuss On-page SEO here. That little help you

can give your article to rank better. Beyond this, you should

consider working on your site's structure as well for SEO

purposes.

 

Now that you know your keywords you just have to make sure

they are placed in the RIGHT elements connected to your

articles:

Title

Header

Permalinks

Anchor texts

Bolded sections

Beginning paragraph

Ending paragraph

Alternative text of pictures

Tags

URL

Metadata

You can create a short checklist with these elements for all of

your articles.

 

OR you can do it the easy way and try the Squirrly SEO

plugin.



The Live Assistant will make sure

you have the keyword in the Title,

Header, bolded section, URL, the

alternative text of pictures and tags. 

 

It will also make sure it's optimized

for Search Engines and Humans

and won't let you over-optimize.

The Snippet tool from Squirrly will help you decide

what Metadata people will see for your link and what

image will upload on Social Media platforms when

you add the link.

Power Tip:

https://plugin.squirrly.co/seo-virtual-assistant/
https://plugin.squirrly.co/seo-snippet-tool/


Then, you will have to start doing a lot of research on your topic,

industry, or customer.

 

Sometimes you may not even know where to start or if there are

ways to make it easier. Start with googling main keywords and go

from there as far as they take you, identifying relevant

information about your competition, customers, and industry in

general.

 

Oh, and you can also use some pretty cool research tools like:

Understanding Your Topic and
Audience

Social Crawlytics

Buzzsumo

Topsy

Alltop

TagBoard

Squirrly SPY - for competitive research.

Those tools can help you identify trending content within an

industry based on competitors’ content strategies or keywords. 

 

Some of them can even help you find trending links, posts,

photos, videos, or influencers in some given niches.

https://socialcrawlytics.com/
https://buzzsumo.com/
https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT201285
https://alltop.com/
https://tagboard.com/
https://www.squirrly.co/seo/spy/


For example, using Squirrly SPY, you can see the keywords that

your competitors target on their site. This is a huge

opportunity. 
 

Why? Because keywords determine how much traffic a site

receives from organic search - and what kind of traffic. It’s a

crucial factor impacting either a site’s failure or its success.

 

Think about it. You can have the most amazing content, written

by the best writers, but if you’re targeting the wrong keywords, it

can all be in vain, because it may not show up in Search.

 

When you know your competition’s keywords, you know:

Where their traffic is coming for;

Whether they use generic keywords or long-tail keywords;

What are the main topics they focus on;

Whether they use direct keywords on their site or not;

Whether they focus on indirect keywords and build funnels to

convert the people coming to their sites or not.

Having this kind of insight gives you incredible leverage and

translates into a tremendous opportunity to rise above your

competitors.

 

Once you identify trending content within an industry based on

competitors’ content strategies or keywords, you'll have a better

idea of what people in your industry are writing about, what their

content strategy is focusing on.



Next, You Have to Come up with an Insightful Analysis

Now that you’ve discovered your real audience, it’s time to

actually understand it! If your company already has a pool of

clients, you should base this analysis on dates coming from them.

 

Surveys, interviews, or event fill out briefs can help you in better

understanding them. This information will help in creating a clear

profile for each segment of your audience.

 

If you're just starting out, then you need to get your empathy

going.

 

Put yourself in your customer’s shoes and “see” how they may

actually think or feel.

 

And, most importantly of all, figure out what their real needs

might be. When you produce content that responds to your

audience’s needs, you will certainly grow their engagement and

build trust.

 

Here are the main questions you need to find out answers to in

order to understand your audience:



What keeps your audience up at night?

What are the obstacles that prevent them from getting what

they need?

What will they gain by using your product/services?

What are their interests?

Who are the leading influencers in their lives? (ex: spouse,

family, friends, mentors)

What do their influencers say about your industry?

You need to answer these questions for each and every segment

in your marketing.

 

Write down your audience’s key struggles, hopes and dreams,

interests, priorities, habits, and other contextual information you

might find relevant. 

 

To make the most out of this exercise, include the following:

A photo

A name

Basic demographic info

Some information which shows why they’re valuable

customers to you.

Based on all the information you gather, create the profile for

3 buyer personas that are found within your audience.



For example: 
 

Say you are a web design company targeting small to medium-

sized businesses. The first draft of a buyer persona could look

something like this.

The empathy map is a great resource that we use to

better understand our customers:

 

Here is an example of what the empathy map looks

like:

 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1AeBtAe52S

zwdHfMejjjYS09aTxOaIzVJb75CAiH0FHw/edit?

usp=sharing

Power Tip:

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1AeBtAe52SzwdHfMejjjYS09aTxOaIzVJb75CAiH0FHw/edit?usp=sharing


Use this Empathy Map Template as part of a brainstorming

session with your team. Discuss every quadrant on the map.

Doing so will help you develop a deeper understanding of your

audience.

You Have to Do Some Serious,
Relevant, Engaging Writing

Now that you have an excellent understanding of your industry

and customers, it is time to start writing relevant content for your

audience.

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1AeBtAe52SzwdHfMejjjYS09aTxOaIzVJb75CAiH0FHw/edit?usp=sharing


Here are some things you should always keep in mind throughout

the writing process:

Purpose: Don’t write what YOU think is relevant or what

YOU want to “sell”. Consider what your readers need or

want and respond to that. Don’t ever lose sight of the

audience analysis you’ve previously made.

Reader-friendliness: You may focus extremely well on the

customer’s needs, but if your content is not easy to read, you

will most likely lose their interest. Make it clear, use

headlines and bulleted lists to make it easy to follow. Also,

avoid long phrases or paragraphs.

Language: You want to make sure you address your

audience in an appropriate manner. For some audiences, you

may have to use more formal, professional language while

for others a rather conversational, pal-like approach would be

more catchy.

Types of writing: Use styles of content that seem more

relevant or attractive in the industry or for your audience

(blogging, e-Newsletters, infographics, SlideShare

presentations, podcasts, etc.).

The Bottom Line Is This

 

As you've probably noticed, writing quality content that is

marketable and readable is not really a piece of cake.

 

But it is not impossible either! With hard work and perseverance,

you can eventually get to produce highly engaging content and 



grow your business yourself.

 

A content marketing agency, however, can provide a lot of

expertise in content marketing, allowing you to focus on

developing your business and your skills in the meantime.

According to a study done by the Content Marketing

Institute, 40% of marketers said they struggled with

producing high-quality content while 20% of them are

struggling to produce enough content to keep up with

the business development process.

If you find yourself in any of these categories, we can definitely

help you! Check out our content marketing services and see how

we can help your business reach its goals.

 

However, it's imperative you understand one thing:

 

You can have the best content there is, but it won't increase

traffic if you don't promote it!

 

Fortunately for you, there's one solution you can rely on, namely

the power of social media.

https://contentmarketinginstitute.com/
https://www.squirrly.co/lp/buy-articles/


Ready for the next step in our journey?

 

We’ll talk about using Social Media to your advantage and

figuring out what are the best platforms for your business.

 

Of course, this is a general discussion, based on trends or some

best practice experiences. You will have to test some of these

platforms and decide which are the ones that actually help

you reach your goals.

 

Now, let’s talk a bit about the myriad of social media options!

 

It is easy to get overwhelmed with the huge number of social

platforms, some of them emerging as we speak.

 

But, rest assured, many of them still need to prove themselves

before they can actually be considered proper business tools. So,

let’s just focus on the most useful social platforms in the

business area:

Part 2: Social Media - The Smart Way to
Use It to Your Advantage

1. Facebook

https://www.facebook.com/


According to the statistics portal Statista, Facebook has over 2.6

billion monthly active users as of the first quarter of 2020. This

makes Facebook one of the biggest social networks worldwide.

 

So, using this platform is definitely a good idea for your business.

 

Here are some of the benefits of being present on Facebook:

Building a community around your business

(connecting with current or potential customers)

Acquiring leads for your business

Making your products or services known

Promoting content you created (blog articles,

webinars, videos, etc.)

As opposed to what many believe, small businesses do thrive on

a social platform like Facebook.

 

That is because a small business is more focused in terms of:

its services,

products,

and audience.



If Facebook is the main platform you want to focus

on, consider posting at least 2-3 times a day.

 

Make sure your site has Open Graph protocol and

great pictures in each article. (very important)

 

Squirrly SEO will help you get 100% Control over

how your posts will look like when they get shared

on Facebook.

 

That way, your posts will always look great with no

effort.

When running Facebook campaigns, you can choose the target

audience. Therefore, you can focus your efforts to reach your

promotion objectives, which is a lot better than taking a shot in

the dark.

Power Tip:



Also, consider creating eye-catching images with facts, quotes,

and tips. These will gain more shares and get you more likes back

to the page.

2. Twitter

Twitter is a short message communication tool, allowing only

280-character messages (Tweets). The good news is that you can

also add a photo or a video to any tweet, which, if chosen

strategically, can be more valuable than thousands of words.

 

You can also include a link to your website or blog, allowing

people to follow you further. But be aware that each element will

take a few characters from your message.

 

Another important tip: In the Twitter world, it is more important

whom you follow rather than who follows you.

 

So, you might need to pay extra attention to your choices. You

should probably follow people who are relevant to your business

or activity (potential customers, business partners, competitors or

peers, trade groups, etc.)

 

Here are some more of the good stuff Twitter can offer your

business:

https://twitter.com/home


Creating original content, one that really makes a difference in

getting people’s attention can be quite a challenge.

 

Curated content, therefore, can be a better way to keep up with

maintaining a constant presence online. Check out Squirrly Social

to see how it can help you enhance your social media presence

with less effort.

 

Its Social Media Assistant mines the web to surface relevant

content worth sharing with your Twitter audience.

You can create Twitter-exclusive promotions to

bring in new customers.

You can connect with customers to see how

they feel about your products/services.

You can post strategic content: Original

content, created by you, or curated content,

which you can easily find using a social media

automation tool like Squirrly Social.

https://blog.hootsuite.com/beginners-guide-to-content-curation/
https://www.squirrly.co/social-media/management-software-features/
https://www.squirrly.co/social-media/management-software-features/


Make sure you post when your followers are most

active. This way, you'll have a higher chance of

engaging with them.

Power Tip:

3. LinkedIn

According to a study performed by business2community.com on

1,028 professional services buyers, 6 out of 10 of them use

social media to check out on the company before buying from

it. LinkedIn is a leading platform in terms of relevant information

about companies and businesses.

 

One of the top advantages of LinkedIn is that it is generally

known to be a business platform. For this reason, the level of

trust tends to be higher on this particular platform than on

other social media communities.

 

Therefore, the content you post here may potentially bring you

more solid leads, along with credibility and authority in the

business area.

 

Another great aspect of LinkedIn is that you can actually look at

it as a Chamber of Commerce, as Barry MacQuarrie called it. 

https://www.linkedin.com/
http://www.business2community.com/linkedin/use-linkedin-business-development-01169658#ZEcSf9jgZzuQba8o.97
https://www.linkedin.com/in/barrymacquarrie/?trk=pulse-det-athr_prof-art_hdr


It integrates a great number of individual profiles, companies, and

groups, focused on a large range of business fields (from

education to IT or accounting).

 

So, this platform can be an excellent context to make yourself

seen, display your expertise, and make new connections for your

business.

LinkedIn Groups are a great place to find a

targeted audience. From all the Social Media

communities, these are the ones that have the

least spam and the most real engagement.

Power Tip:

Use highly visual content. LinkedIn is not yet

stuffed with images and colored design elements.

This will make your visual content stand out.

Consider creating SlideShares as well.

Publish articles on their own platform.

LinkedIn offers you the option to post your

articles on their blogging platform. You can get

comments and shares directly from there. It's a

great option if you don't already have a blog on

your site.



Although YouTube is not as interactive as the other social

platforms, it is definitely an extraordinary tool for producing

impactful campaigns. That's if they are done right, of course.

 

Through a video, it is said that you can actually provide more

information than through 500 photos! Wow! That is

something!

 

So, you should definitely consider this platform if your business

activity or some of your expertise may be presented in video

form.

Consider hosting Webinars directly on Youtube. It

will be easier for your audience to enter. Plus you

don't have to do much in transforming the webinar

into a long-lasting video or tutorial.

Power Tip:

4. YouTube

https://www.youtube.com/


These are just a few of the most useful social media tools for

business. We have taken a small glance at how they can actually

help you grow your business or make your expertise known.

 

If you wish to know more about how to leverage social media for

your business, check out our Social Media Master Class inside

Squirrly's Education Cloud. 

It will help you reach a point where you get 10,000 visits per

month from social media. The whole process is documented and

has actionable points that you can start applying right away. 
 

Of course, once you spread all that content around, you'll want to

know if it's making a difference or not.

 

Just thinking it will is not enough. 
 

Well, we'll tackle this subject in the next part, where we will be

discussing ways to measure the efficiency of your content.

https://www.squirrly.co/learning/education-cloud/


After you've started creating content and promoting it on social

media, comes another very important step: Measuring its

success.

 

That is a lot harder than with other marketing tactics. You can't

just look at how many people saw the content, how many

became clients, and then say how effective the content is. 

 

Those are important figures, but we have to go deeper.

Part 3: How to Measure If the Content
Is Having an Impact

The Statistics

Let's start with how much traffic your website is getting. While

more traffic is a good thing, it doesn't tell us very much.

Check how many visits you were
getting before posting content and how

many you were getting after.



That will give you a rough idea of how many people came

because of the content.

 

Make sure you also check the traffic of each individual piece

of content. Don't just assume that articles with more traffic are

better than the others. The keywords you used might have

attracted more people but that doesn't mean that it actually

convinced leads to become clients.

 

Check how many new clients you get on a regular basis. That

helps you see not only the effectiveness of each individual piece

of content but also your content marketing strategy as a whole.

Content Engagement

One of the main goals of content should be engaging your

audience. This is no exact science yet but, nevertheless, you can

find out how well your content is doing.

 

Check how many times your articles have been shared. Each

person who shared your content thought it was good enough to

show it to their friends. If a large number of people shared one of

your articles, it's safe to assume that it's good.

 

Then there's the matter of comments. People don't comment on

blogs as often as they do on social media platforms so each 



comment on your site means a lot more to you than on

Facebook, for example.

One of the best ways of seeing how much you captivate the

audience is their response. If your content gets many comments,

it's a sign that it's working.

 

You should pay close attention to what people say as well. 
 

You can't get more genuine feedback than the one your audience

gives you. Their criticism will often give you the most valuable

information: If the style, format or topic is right or not.

Create Google Alerts for your name brand and even

products. This way you can stay tuned to what people

are saying about you.

Power Tip:



The Results

Now that you know how many people see your content and how

many find it engaging, it's time to get down to the results. You

need to find out how many people are buying your products and

services or subscribing to your newsletter.

 

Check your sales after releasing content to see how much it's

driven people to buy.

 

You also need to know where they came from. You'll at least be

able to know on what page they decided to click on your

conversion element and sign up.

 

You may find that a certain article gets great engagement but it

doesn't drive results (conversions). That means that your call to

action wasn't good enough. People liked what you had to say

but they didn't feel motivated to get your product.

 

On the other end of the spectrum are articles that don't get much

engagement but get sales. That would mean that you need to

work on the keywords and distribution. The problem may be

that the keywords weren't good or maybe the post itself just

wasn't that likable.

 

Your content will fall somewhere between these two extremes.

Do your research and you'll be able to tell what's good and what 



needs improvement.

 

Isn't There an Easier Way to Check All This?

 

You're in luck, there is. There are pieces of software that take all

this into account and give you a clear report. You will still have

to decide which type of content would work better and the way

you approach the audience, but you won't have to do the grunt

work.

 

I wholeheartedly recommend you give ContentLook a try. It

doesn't just tell you how good your content is. It analyzes your

whole content marketing strategy.

 

All you do is enter your URL, and it gives you all the information

you need, a score and it even tells you how to improve it. 42,000

users already trust ContentLook to make their life a whole lot

easier so why not join them?

https://contentlook.co/


Now that you've learned all these things, it's time to start putting

them into practice to grow your business. Remember to think

long and hard before making a move. Make sure your efforts

pay off by making a plan and sticking to it.

 

Remember how much research and thinking goes into creating

excellent content. Doing your homework really pays off so don't

slack off. It's the only way your content can make a real

difference in the lives of your audience and in the results you'll

get.

 

Don't just scan the descriptions we gave you of the four social

media platforms. Each one has its own preferred style and quirks

so make sure you follow them. It's paramount that you speak

the audience's language to really connect.

 

Our 10,000 Visits to Social Media Course is perfect for those

who want to use social media to its fullest.

 

You can get access to it by joining Squirrly’s Education Cloud.

 

Education Cloud is our 1# Training Platform where you can get

smarter about all things related to Content Marketing. With an

Education Cloud Premium Pass, you get unlimited access to all

current and future courses inside the platform.

A Few Final Words

https://www.squirrly.co/learning/education-cloud/
https://www.squirrly.co/learning/education-cloud/pricing/


Hopefully, once you start implementing everything you've

learned from this ebook, you'll see a major difference right off the

bat. Even if you don't at first, remember to always check the

results and quality of your content. That really is a must if you

want to stay on top of your game.

 

Keep all this in mind and you'll do just fine. If you want a helping

hand with your articles, you don't have to look any further than

our company.

 

We wouldn't be making this guide if we didn't know content

marketing like the back of our hand. That's why we welcome you

to get in touch with one of our content strategists.

 

Do your business a favor and give it the exposure and

engagement it needs to really start growing.

https://www.squirrly.co/lp/buy-articles/


Finished! Great Job!
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